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Welcome to the future
Drawing provided by Eastern Illinois University
The Neal Welcome Center, seen here in an artists rendering, will be built at the corner of Lincoln Avenue and
Douglas Street near the Worthington Inn.
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The Eastern Illinois University
Foundation will have a new off-
campus home, thanks to $2 million
in private donations.
Construction of the Neal
Welcome Center, which will be
located on Lincoln Avenue and
Douglas Street near the
Worthington Inn, is scheduled to
begin this fall.
Funding for the new center was
provided by Burnham, Nancy and
Rosemary Neal, who made three
large donations over a period of 10
years, said Jon Laible, foundation
executive director.
Approximately $650,000 was
allocated to purchase the land for the
project, and the remainder of the
almost $2 million in funding will go
toward construction, Laible said.
When completed, the Neal
Center will replace the Brainard
House as the foundation’s perma-
nent home. Foundation members
listed improved handicapped access
and increased parking as two rea-
sons the new center will be superior
to the Brainard House.
Laible said the new center’s loca-
tion will provide the foundation with
more visibility because it’s one of the
first buildings people see as they
enter Charleston from Interstate 57.
“You know you never get a sec-
ond chance to make a first impres-
sion,” said interim President Lou
Hencken.
Visitors will get grand reception with new building
Enrollment drop
doesn’t worry
administration
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
Eastern’s fall enrollment num-
bers dropped approximately 1 per-
cent from last year, as 106 fewer
students enrolled this semester.
This fall, the university’s total
enrollment came in at 10,531,
down from last year’s numbers of
10,637.
However, this year’s dip is rela-
tively moderate compared to the
enrollment decrease from the fall of
1999 to the fall of 2000, when
enrollment decreased by 589 stu-
dents.
Blair Lord, vice president for
academic affairs, said this year’s
decline in enrollment should not
affect the university’s budget
because Eastern had anticipated a
slight drop-off.
“As we went into this year and
developed the budget, the expecta-
tion was that we would be down
some number of students,” Lord
said. “That was anticipated when
the budget was built.”
The culmination of several fac-
tors resulted in a decrease in enroll-
ment, Lord said. A reduction in
the number of high school gradu-
ates, coupled with Eastern’s recent
efforts to reduce enrollment fac-
tored into the decline.
“It’s sort of like when a pig gets
swallowed by a snake and the lump
goes through, but in enrollment
you can swallow a black hole and it
goes through. So you have a
delayed reaction when you try to
make changes in your overall
enrollment picture,” he said.
In the fall of 1997 Eastern’s
enrollment had swelled to an all-
time high of 11,777. Consequently,
the university implemented more
rigorous admissions standards and
an early cut-off date for admissions
applications.
Interim President Lou Hencken
said this year’s numbers don’t repre-
sent a dramatic drop and the uni-
versity plans to increase enrollment
by at least 250 students next year.
“I don’t want to say I jumped up
and down and I was excited, but to
be down 106, which is 1 percent, is
not significant,” Hencken said.
“Our enrollment is going to turn
around next year.”
While Lord’s lump in the snake
simile explains the size of some of
the upperclassman class sizes, it
doesn’t explain why this fall’s fresh-
man enrollment numbers were
down; freshman numbers dropped
by 78 students from 2,236 last fall
to the current tally of 2,158.
Hencken said the decrease was-
n’t expected and that the university
will need to analyze it.
“One of the things that did sur-
prise us a little was that our fresh-
men numbers were down,”
Hencken said. “We’re going to have
to look at that a little bit.”
Eastern was able to increase its
minority enrollment by 49 students
More minority, transfer students
give university a reason to smile
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Steve Faulk, Easterns vice president for institutional advancement,
makes an announcement about the Eastern Illinois University Foundation
Friday afternoon in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Liaison controversy causing tension
By Aaron Swiercz 
Student government editor
The appointment of a city coun-
cil liaison for student government
has caused a great deal of contro-
versy lately in the Student Senate.
Student Vice President for
Public Affairs Daryl Jones has pro-
duced two candidates for the posi-
tion that have each been rejected by
the senate, and following the last
refusal, Jones said the senate was
behaving unconstitutionally and
refused to produce another candi-
date until the Student Supreme
Court could render a decision on
the senate’s actions in denying his
appointments.
However, Joe Robbins, senate
speaker, said he stands behind the
senate’s decision to hold off
appointing someone until the per-
son Jones brings forth is the best
candidate to represent the students
to the city.
In a letter to the Daily Eastern
News, Jones said that even though
the decision the senate made was
technically unconstitutional, he still
tried to find a rationalization for
why the senate rejected his candi-
date and he could not establish one.
“After my first appointment was
denied, I made every effort to find a
candidate who met the unwritten
qualifications that the senate placed
emphasis on,” he said.
Jones said in the letter that his
second choice of Liela Morad was
still rejected even though she was a
candidate “who had more senate
experience than any executive or
senator currently serving in office,
met and talked with the mayor, had
relationships with the students and
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Alcohol violations
n Blazej Tondel, of Douglas Hall,
was arrested at 1 a.m. Sept. 1 in the
1300 block of Fourth Street for
driving under the influence of
alcohol, illegal transportation of
alcohol, minor consumption of
alcohol and reckless driving.
Battery
n Everett J. Bruner, 21, of the
1200 block of Division Street, was
arrested at 12:50 a.m. Aug. 31 in
the 400 block of Sixth Street for
battery, minor consumption of
alcohol and disorderly conduct.
blotter
police
Studio 7 has night to build on
By Adam Switzer
Staff writer
The 15 or so students who
turned out for “Retro Night” at
Studio 7 in the 7th Street
Underground last Thursday night
may have found a good alternative
to bars.
Although the turnout was low
for the first Studio 7 event of the
semester, the staff said they were
not discouraged.
Every other Thursday night at
7th Street Underground, the
University Board hosts Studio 7, an
alcohol-free bar alternative with
themed nights, featuring a dance
club-type setting and music from a
DJ.
“Being the first (Studio 7) event
of the year and sorority rushes
going on, a lot of people had other
things to do tonight,” said Chris
Yonke, DJ for the event.
Dina Tenuto, UB mini-concert
coordinator, said the newness of the
event and other special activities
Thursday night, including the
MTV Video Music Awards, were
also causes for low turnout.
Yonke played a wide variety of
music including hits from Nelly,
N’Sync and Smashmouth.
The students who did attend
appeared to have a good time as
they sang along with songs and
talked.
Colleen Carmody, a sophomore
elementary education major, said
she enjoyed the opportunity to “get
a bite to eat, listen to good music
and talk with my friends.”
Studio 7 offered the regular
Connie’s Pizza late night
menu,along with popcorn. Door
prizes, including CDs and videos,
were given away as well.
Tenuto said there are many
more events to come.
“Hopefully we can get some co-
sponsors to help with the future
events, which should help increase
the attendance,” she said.
The next Studio 7 event will be
Thursday, Sept. 20 from 10 p.m. to
1 a.m.
forecast
three-day
today
Wednesday
Tuesday
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Chris Yonke, a sophomore theater major, makes a new selection while he spins music Thursday night at
the first Studio 7 held in the Seventh Street Underground. Every Thursday, students can find live Studio 7
DJs or Campus Perk.
Latino banquet highlights month
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
Today is the last day to buy tick-
ets for the Latino Heritage
Banquet, which will feature Latino
food, a speaker and a dance.
The banquet, a part of Eastern’s
Latino Heritage Celebration 2001,
will be at 6 p.m. Saturday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The celebration, a month-long
festival headed up by the Office of
Minority Affairs, seeks to provide
an opportunity for Latino students
to show their heritage and to offer
students who may not have experi-
enced Latino culture, or have expe-
rienced it a little and want to learn
more, an opportunity to do so, said
Isabel Castro, celebration coordina-
tor.
The event will begin with a
cocktail hour for mingling and a
cash bar will be available.
The dinner will consist of a vari-
ety of Latino food, including Taino
chicken, which is a Puerto Rican
dish; Brazilian fish stew; beans
from the Dominican Republic; a
Mexican dessert and other Latino
foods.
“The food is usually wonderful,”
Castro said.
Speaker Lisa Terry-Avios, a poet
and freelance writer for Hispanic
magazine, will deliver a message on
what it means to be a Latino today
following the dinner, Castro said.
Terry-Avios, who hails from
Chicago, also will look toward the
future for Latinos in her message.
In addition, she will discuss a
concept she calls “embracing the
hyphen,” which has to do with
Latino-Americans’ acceptance of
being members of two cultures,
Castro said.
Following the speech, a live DJ
from Chicago will provide both
Latino music and regular dance
music for a dance, Castro said.
Though the banquet makes up
only a part of the month-long cele-
bration, it is the one event that’s
really a celebration, Castro said. “It’s
more of a party as far as the atmos-
phere.”
She said the banquet is the
largest event of the celebration,
with the most people coming
together for one purpose: to cele-
brate Latino heritage.
Castro said anyone of any eth-
nicity should come to the banquet,
including students, faculty, staff and
members of the Charleston com-
munity.
Both Latinos and those of other
ethnicities could learn something
from coming to the banquet, she
said.
“Latinos can get to know more
people that are of their culture,
especially because it’s at the begin-
ning of the year,” she said. “They
(attendees) can learn about another
culture or their own culture,” she
said.
“Latino students may be re-
experiencing something they
haven’t been able to experience for a
couple of weeks since they’ve been
away from home, while (those of
other ethnicities) may be experienc-
ing something they’ve never experi-
enced before.”
Castro said in the past, about
180 people have attended the event.
“A lot of students come out and
they’re kind of wary of going to a
new event, but they usually don’t
regret it once they go,” Castro said.
Tickets for the event are $12 for
adults and $6 for children and
Eastern students with a Panther
Card ID. Tickets must be pur-
chased by 3 p.m. today at the EIU
University Ticket Office.
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By Jamie Fetty
Staff writer
While there are many different attitudes
across the world when it comes to a woman’s
health and livelihood, a panel of foreign women
visiting Eastern explained that mothers are the
most important element of the family in every
country.
Women who immigrated to the United
States from all over the world gathered in the
Newman Catholic Center Saturday to speak
about the struggles and victories of women in
their home countries.
The American Association of University
Women sponsored the panel discussion, which
gathered speakers from Bangladesh, Latin
America, China, India and Palestine.
During the meeting, titled “Issues Facing
International Women,” each panelist answered
questions about women’s health,economic,edu-
cational, family, employment and equality issues
in their country of origin.
Panel speaker Iffat Ali explained the impor-
tance of marriage to women in her home coun-
try of Bangladesh. She estimates that about half
of Bangladesh’s marriages are prearranged.
She said her own marriage was prearranged,
has lasted 23 years and has produced two chil-
dren.
Ali and the other Asian participants spoke of
the problem of malnourished women in their
countries.
Panel speaker Manju Basu of India said
many Asian countries expect a mother to be
selfless and allow the rest of her family to take as
much food as they like before she eats.
“Mom will be the last one to eat,” Basu said.
“And she will eat whatever is left.”
Basu also spoke about the position of servi-
tude women are placed in once they marry.
“We are supposed to give up our identity,our
independence, almost everything the day we
take our wedding vows,” she said.
Panel speaker Lilian Barria, born in Chile
and raised in Venezuela, said that Latin
American women are expected to marry
between the ages of 18 and 22.
“If you are 25 or 26 and you’re not married,
you will run into trouble,” Barria said.
She also said that a high value is placed on a
woman’s virginity, and while Barria’s family
forced her to stay away from men, they encour-
aged her brother to date many women.
The refusal to talk openly about sex and
reproduction created a host of problems for
women in all five countries. It was discussed that
menstruation often comes as a shock to young
women in these countries,whose mothers rarely
talk with their daughters about puberty.
Panel speaker Nida Sehweil-Elmuti came to
America from Palestine and now teaches phys-
iology at Eastern. She explained that by the
time a woman is diagnosed with breast cancer in
her home country, it is often too late because of
the lack of available preventative measures
“They usually have six months to a year to
live,” she said.
Lina Li, a Chinese graduate student in spe-
cial education at Eastern, said that in China
there are usually two steps to treating a problem
in the reproductive system: medication and,
when the medication stops working, a hysterec-
tomy. Often, hormone replacement therapy is
used to treat women who have had a hysterec-
tomy.
Despite the second-class status women in
these countries endure, the panelists seemed to
agree on one important value their countries
shared:women’s role in keeping a family togeth-
er.
“Women are the source of strength for a
family,” Sehweil-Elmuti said.
The panel agreed that in their fight for
equality they must retain their role as the “con-
nective tissue of a society.”
Campus
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Mothers play crucial role in families, panel says
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
The first of two six-week yoga
classes begins today in the Student
Recreation Center’s dance studio.
The class, “Yoga for Daily
Living with Emphasis on
Meditation,” will continue through
Oct. 15. It will take place from 7 to
8 p.m. Mondays in the Student
Recreation Center’s dance studio.
“Many researchers in medical
science now believe that yoga has
some positive effects on our well
being,” said Suhrit Dey, mathemat-
ics professor and yoga instructor.
The cost of the class is $32 per
person and participants must be
signed up in advance, said Diane
Highland, registration coordinator
for the Center for Continuing
Professional Development.
The deadline to sign up is 3 p.m.
today, she said.
Anyone interested in taking the
class can call the Center for
Continuing Professional
Development at 581-5116,
Highland said.
The class, taught by Dey since
1995, is at a beginning level but is
recommended for everyone.
“Somebody who had it before
still should come,” Dey said.
Dey said he has taught yoga for
many years before he taught the
class here.
The maximum class size is 40,
though Dey said he wants “not
more than 25 dedicated people.”
Sessions will begin and end with
transcendental meditation, Dey
said.
Dey has written two books on
the subject of yoga. One, titled
“Yoga and Meditation, the Art of
Living,” was published this past
March.
Dey said the book, which is
available at Copy X and on
Amazon.com, is strongly recom-
mended to be purchased for the
class, but is not necessary.
Dey’s other book is titled “Yoga
for Daily Living.”
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
A workshop will be held to aid
students in launching successfully
into their college careers.
“Blasting Off,” part of the
Lifeskills Workshops series spon-
sored by the Eastern Counseling
Center, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
today in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Bud Edwards, leader of the
workshop, said the focus of the
workshop is to provide an overview
of behaviors that lead to college
success.
He said some topics covered will
be organization, time management
and the importance of having good
study skills.
Developing good negotiation
skills also will be discussed. “We’ll
talk some about dealing with pro-
fessors,” Edwards said.
The workshop is for anybody,
but he said it is particularly for first
year students who are trying to get
adjusted to college life and who
may have struggled in the past.
“I think particularly for new stu-
dents, it can help ease them into
academic life.”
The workshop will be interac-
tive, Edwards said.
“For students who have had aca-
demic difficulty, there will be some
specific skills that they can pick up.”
Edwards has his PhD in coun-
seling psychology from the
University of Missouri Columbia
and is in his seventh year of full-
time counseling center work.
Lifeskills workshop to get
students off to good start
First six-week yoga class begins today 
Many researches in medical
science now believe that
yoga has some positive
effects on our well being.
Suhrit Dey,
mathematics professor, yoga instructor
“
”
Deadline to sign up for class is 3 p.m.
Amanda Douglass / Senior photographer
Lina Li, graduate special education major, participates in the American Association of
University Women panel discussion. The five international women answered questions con-
cerning marriage, education, health and politics in their home countries.
Student Government
needs to keep students
in mind with decisions
The Student Governmental system
strikes again! Watch Student
Government complain and toil over
lack of student involvement in the
whole campus political process and
then turn the interested students away.
The incident I am more particularly
addressing here is the timely need for
Student Government to now require
the City Council liaison to be a mem-
ber of the Student Government.
When there seems to be interest in
something, the Student Government
is very finicky, it seems, when it comes
to allowing the average student to
compete for a job. I don’t like this one
bit. Now, all of a sudden, we are using
the qualifications put down on paper
as our only means of deciding a posi-
tion like this? Why can someone who
has never served on a political com-
mittee not get this job for which they
are otherwise qualified?
I do feel that students here at
Eastern still need to get more involved
in the political process on campus.
However, I also feel that the qualified,
motivated individuals who are not
members of Student Government
should not be denied positions because
they aren’t  members. The most quali-
fied people don’t always come with a
certain newly created qualification.
If the Student Government wanted
to really do what is best for the stu-
dents, then put the best person in the
job, not just a member of your little
club. I don’t claim to know how quali-
fied these people necessarily are, but I
do know that it’s wrong to turn them
down because of their lack of govern-
mental experience.
Remember that the “average stu-
dent” still runs this place, so why
should they be considered less qualified
for a position that represents them?
Also, Katie Cox, thank you for your
words about the Eastern faculty and
staff and how to take appropriate
action in an awkward, uncomfortable
or hurtful situation. This advice can
also apply in a situation in which you
are upset with the way you are repre-
sented in the governmental process.
Remember that we students are the
reason that this university survives and
flourishes. Student Government,
remember the same things when you
go about deciding who exactly should
represent us to the city that we live in.
We deserve a voice too.
Jake Stouffer,
senior, instrumental music 
secondary education major
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
I
s it just me, or does
school seem to be on the
back burner this semes-
ter?
What I mean is, I feel like I
already have the mid-semester
blues. I’m already worn out from
work, class and trying to main-
tain a somewhat normal social
life.
Maybe it’s because my classes
are getting more difficult. I definitely have a full schedule
this semester. Everybody always told me your classes get
easier the further into school you get. Maybe they were talk-
ing about senior year, because my junior year is certainly not
going to be a cakewalk.
But, I don’t think it’s just me. It seems like a lot of people
I have talked to feel like their life are flashing by in over-
drive this fall. Between holding down a job, going to class
and doing homework, when is a person supposed to find
time to have any fun, let alone sleep?
Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m not just tired of not having
a social life, I just wonder how life has gotten so busy.
Lately I’ve been trying to figure out ways to help manage
my time a little better. One of the best ways to organize I’ve
discovered is to make a “to do” list for the week, or even for
every day. This may not work for everybody, but if you are a
forgetful person, it might. I often find myself realizing at the
end of the day that I have forgotten to do something impor-
tant.
Taking the “to do” list idea a step farther, you could try
prioritizing the items on your
list. If there are multiple things I
need to do, it sometimes helps
to recognize what is more
immediate than everything else
on the list.
One of the biggest problems I
have realized over the last two
years is waiting to do my home-
work until very late at night.
Sometimes, this isn’t a problem.
But once it becomes an everyday situation, homework stops
getting done. And getting up early to finish homework is a
personal nightmare.
An area I know I should work on, but find difficult to
actually implement, is working ahead over the weekend. I
can’t even count the number of times I have told myself I
would be productive over a weekend and end up going out
with friends, sleeping late and wasting away the afternoon. I
always have good intentions, but as the old saying goes, the
road to hell is paved with them.
I don’t mean to seem preachy; if anyone needs to work on
procrastination, it’s probably me. But maybe, just maybe, life
would go a little smoother if we try to remember we are
here for school, first and foremost.
If this semester keeps going the way it seems to be head-
ed, I better take all my own advice to heart.
Planning can alleviate school blues
“One of the
biggest problems I
have realized over
the last two years
is waiting to do
my homework
until very late at
night.”
Shauna Gustafson
Editorial page editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Shauna Gustafson is a junior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
slgustafson@eiu.edu Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to 
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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P
eople are creatures of habit. Pay attention to
classrooms, and you’ll notice most everyone
sits in the same seat every day even without
the teacher ever assigning seats.
The same goes with meal times and meal choices.
People get into a habit of eating at a certain place, at
a certain time, on a given
day.
Last year you could ask
almost any on-campus
student where you could
get Mexican for dinner,
and they would know
Lawson Hall served Mexican food for dinner every
night. This year, that is not so.
The Office of Housing and Dining, in a so-called
effort to give students more variety, got rid of the
everyday Mexican. This isn’t the first time menus
have changed. Stevenson Hall used to serve Chinese
food, but last year, students had to get used to
Chinese not being a lunch option.
The hours for dining services also change regularly.
The most notable change this year is the hours at
Thomas/Andrews Dining Services changing from
opening at 4:30 p.m. to opening at 6 p.m.
But the question is, are these changes really in stu-
dents’ best interest? 
Both Taylor and Lawson halls now have the same
dinner menu. Instead of being able to choose from a
changing selection at Taylor and the constant
Mexican at Lawson, students now only have one
option at this dining center.
That doesn’t sound like a whole lot of variety.
Also, because we are creatures of habit, we like to
know what’s for dinner on a regular basis. It was nice
to know Lawson would have Mexican. Yes, students
can call the menu hotline to hear the selection for
the day, but often the menu is wrong.
As for the change in hours, Thomas/Andrews no
longer closes down before reopening for late night
pizza, but what good does that do for someone who
wants to eat at 5 p.m.?
Some students got used to eating pizza and pasta
at 5 p.m., and that’s what they want, but now if they
want to eat at 5 p.m., they have to go to a different
dining center.
Some things in life need to remain the same.
Change is alright every now and then and if it is
necessary, but useless experimental changes every
year are not needed or wanted. Students like things
to be constant; they like to know what they can
count on.
Dining options
should stay
the same
New menus, times for
dining centers
Continually changing the eating
choices is not student-friendly.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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345-4622
Every Monday
LaBatts bottles
Blue Moon Drafts
Dart 
Tournament
6:30
CASH PRIZES
$1.50
$2.50
75¢Vodka Mixers
Monday Specials
Dinner
Pork Baby Back Ribs
1/2 slab of the best ribs
in the land.. $8.95
Lemon Pepper Capensis
Sweet, flaky white fish
BAKED not fried 
low in fat..$6.95
CHICAGO (AP) — Lt. Gov.
Corinne Wood announced her
candidacy for governor Sunday,
distancing herself from the current
Republican administration, sup-
porting improvements at O’Hare
International Airport, and promis-
ing to change the way politics are
practiced.
“I’m going to turn the political
landscape upside down,” Wood
said, standing before about 1,500
supporters at a downtown Chicago
hotel. “I promise you, this will be a
different kind of campaign.”
Wood said she would not solic-
it or accept campaign contribu-
tions from state workers, an indi-
cation she wants to inoculate her-
self from practices that led to the
license-for-bribes scandal that is
casting a shadow over Gov.
George Ryan.
Ryan has been dogged by a fed-
eral investigation that has resulted
in charges against 41 people for
accepting or paying bribes in
exchange for driver’s licenses,
many of them for commercial
truck drivers. Prosecutors allege
that $170,000 in payoffs ended up
in Ryan’s campaign coffers.
Ryan has repeatedly denied any
knowledge of the bribes.
Wood called the scandal “a
cloud” over state government and
said she would not be seeking
Ryan’s endorsement, even though
he has indicated he leans towards
her for the party’s nomination.
“I will be seeking endorsements
from the people of the state (of )
Illinois,” she said in a news confer-
ence after the address.
In her address, Wood also criti-
cized the insiders and special
interests groups she says have a
heavy hand in government. She
said her campaign would reach out
to more women, minorities, and
others who she said have remained
outside the tent looking in.
“With this campaign comes a
new era in Illinois politics where
we tell insiders to move over and
let fresh, new leadership step up to
the plate,” Wood said.
Wood said she could support
some elements of a proposal by
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley to
fix O’Hare, including the pro-
posed reconfiguring of runways.
But Wood says she hasn’t made up
her mind on an additional runway,
and pledged to support a third air-
port at Peotone.
“I favor fixing O’Hare’s run-
ways right now,” Wood said. Still,
the lieutenant governor later
added she was reluctant to do any-
thing that would jeopardize busi-
nesses and homes in the suburbs
around the airport.
Wood also took issue with
teachers who fail their certification
tests.
Teachers getting break from state
Lt. Gov.Wood announces
candidacy for governor
CHICAGO (AP) — State offi-
cials are not required to check a
teacher’s credentials, report the per-
centage of teachers who are certi-
fied, or monitor how many are
teaching subjects they never formal-
ly studied, according to a published
report.
The Chicago Sun-Times on
Sunday also reported that in
Chicago, substitute teachers — who
only need a college degree and aren’t
required to take education classes or
certification tests — can remain in
the same class indefinitely. Outside
the city, substitutes can only teach
90 days in the same district.
Many of the nation’s other
school systems — including New
York City and Los Angeles — do
not permit such loopholes or lack of
oversight, the newspaper reported.
In Chicago, records show about
3,600 Chicago teachers, or 15 per-
cent of the teaching staff, were
teaching on certificates last year that
temporarily or indefinitely waived
competence tests.
And across Illinois, school prin-
cipals have no way of knowing how
many times a teacher took a certifi-
cation test before passing, the paper
reported.
Sunday’s story follows a copy-
written story by the Sun-Times that
reported more than 5,200 Illinois
public school teachers have failed at
least one teacher competency test
since the state began giving its own
certification exams in 1988.
The paper’s analysis of thou-
sands of test scores also found that
teachers with the worst exam
records were about five times more
likely to teach in low-performing,
low-income, high-minority schools
than in schools with high income
and achievement levels and fewer
minority students.
State Sen. Dan Cronin, head of
the Illinois Senate Education
Committee, said he will convene
hearings in November on how to
put “proven, crackerjack” teachers in
the state’s classrooms.
“I fully expect that money is
going to be a part of this, and it’s
necessary,” said Cronin (R-
Elmhurst). “Our goal is to come up
with some legislation...This is prob-
ably the most significant issue that
has rocked the Education
Committee in some time.”
Colin McAuliffe / Staff photographer
On cue
Eric Fatka, a freshman geology major, lines up a pool shot in the
Thomas Hall lobby Sunday afternoon.
Report shows state officials not required to check
credentials, give percentage of certified teachers
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These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
HAPPY 21ST KEVIN
SHOOT ‘EM DOWN FOR
US TONIGHT COWBOY!
LOVE, ALL OF US!!
Welcome Back Students!
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
$2.25 Coors Light, Keep The Cup,.   i ,   ,
$1.50 Refills.  ill
$2.99 WINGS
giants vs. Broncos
Thinking of
ways to make
money???
One ad in the
Daily Eastern
News Classified
will make
moneyfor
you!
FALL SPORTS GUIDE!!
September 13th, 2001
2x2 for $10.002x2 for $10.00 Run a 2x5 or largerand receive a dollar
off per column inch. 
this fall for a total of 1,011.
However, as a percentage of total
enrollment, minority enrollment
decreased to 9.60, down from last
year’s all-time high of 9.62.
The university also made posi-
tive strides in increasing transfer
student enrollment. The number of
transfer students rose to 1,168, up
81 from last year. Hencken said
that while the increase was exciting,
it came as the result of university
planning.
“There are a couple of things
that really excited us about the
enrollment this year, first of which
was transfer numbers — the fact
that transfer numbers were up
because that’s an area we put
emphasis on last year,” Hencken
said.
This fall males accounted for a
slightly higher percentage of the
campus population at 42 percent up
one percentage point from the two
previous falls.
Seniors again accounted for the
largest percentage of students
enrolled at Eastern.
Lord said that the number of
upperclassmen is often higher
because some of the university’s
degree programs take longer than
four years to complete.
This year seniors made up 28
percent of the fall enrollment,
juniors and freshmen each account-
ed for 21 percent, sophomores fol-
lowed at 17 percent and the per-
centage of graduate students stood
at 13 percent.
Of the five classes, graduate stu-
dents were the only group to show
a gain.
The number of graduate stu-
dents rose by 124 while sopho-
mores dropped by 79, freshmen
decreased by 78, seniors dropped by
44 and the number of juniors
enrolled fell by 29.
Enrollment
from Page 1
The location of the center will
facilitate new students from smaller
towns who are perhaps a bit over-
whelmed when they arrive in
Charleston, Hencken said.
Laible echoed Hencken’s
remarks.
“The location of the welcome
center is going to make the campus
essentially more accessible,” he said.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations, described the
center as a valuable addition for
both the university and the founda-
tion.
“It’s a lovely building and it will
be a nice focal point for prospective
students and parents,” Nilsen said.
“It’s a wonderful gift that the Neals
are providing for the foundation.”
The new two-story building will
be able to facilitate 50 to 100 visi-
tors at once, making it a possible
site for future freshmen orienta-
tions. Laible said that option was
considered in the planning of the
new center.
“The intention is to have new
student orientation there as well,
which has been done in various
places here in the union and so on
in the past,” Laible said.
Dan Hance of Hance, Utz and
Associates in Mattoon, the archi-
tect for the center, began designing
the building last year. He said the
foundation wanted a building that
would be similar to some of the
older buildings on Eastern’s campus
rather than a “stark, contemporary
building.”
“The design is intended to be a
link to the campus in terms of the
style and character that some of the
older buildings have here,” Hance
said.
While the foundation will leave
the Brainard House when the Neal
Welcome Center is completed, the
Brainard name will not be forgot-
ten.
Plans for the new center include
an H. Ogden Brainard Conference
Room on the second floor.The new
building also will feature 64 parking
spaces and elevators, both of which
are improvements over the
Brainard House.
The building’s entrance and
parking lot will not, however, face
Lincoln Avenue because of Illinois
Department of Transportation con-
cerns over possible traffic conges-
tion.
Foundation
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the residents of the town.”
Robbins said that as far as the
senate is concerned, “Liela did
not pass because she was not the
right person for the job in the
senate’s eyes.”
“There is nothing personal
involved in it; as far as I could see,
the senate was just voting on the
information that was available to
them at that time, with no per-
sonal interests at all,” he said.
Student Body President Hugh
O’Hara said the qualifications
the senate has are not “unreason-
able.”
“We want a person who has
had a relationship with the
mayor, best represents the stu-
dents, and has a fairly good
understanding of the Unified
Development Code because that
will be crucial to most of the
business the City Council will be
conducting,” he said.
In addition, O’Hara said it
would be “helpful” if the appoint-
ed person was an elected official
because that “would show that
person was an accepted represen-
tative of the student body.”
Robbins said the senate is not
holding out for “one particular
person.”
“We just want to make it clear
that this position is very impor-
tant to the students, especially
this year,” he said. “And we want
someone who we know will best
express the interests of the stu-
dent body in the town.”
Liaison
from Page 1
CHICAGO (AP) — Chances
are in the next several weeks some-
body in Chicago is going to sit
down in a coffee shop, on a bus or a
park bench and notice someone
nearby reading the novel “To Kill A
Mockingbird.”
At least that’s what city officials,
from the mayor on down, hope will
happen. What they hope happens
next is the person without the book
asks the one with it what’s going
on.
What’s going on is a Chicago
Public Library program called One
Book, One Chicago. For seven
weeks, the library is trying to get as
many Chicagoans as possible to
read and talk about the same book
at the same time.
To kick off what they say will be
an annual event, library officials
chose Harper Lee’s powerful and
deceptively simple novel about
racism and courage. One of the
most popular novels in American
literature, a full 40 years after it won
the Pulitzer Prize the book contin-
ues to sell close to a million paper-
back copies a year.
“We’re hoping with this book to
grab people’s attention,” said Mary
Dempsey, the city’s library commis-
sioner. “We hope it will encourage
not just people who read books but
those who don’t to pick up this
book.”
So far it seems the program is
doing both. The library is hearing
from librarians around the country
as word spreads. And in the city’s
libraries, the book is “flying off the
shelves,” Dempsey said.
She said in anticipation of
greater demand the library bought
2,000 copies — some in Polish and
Spanish — to add to the 1,500
already in stock.
The same is true at book stores;
and at Amazon.com, which has
more than 2 million titles, the
paperback edition jumped from
324 on the list of best sellers to 67.
Perhaps more significantly, peo-
ple are being spotted around the
city reading the book.
“I just read it for a book club and
when I heard about this I’m reading
it again,” said Maureen Kennedy,
50, of Chicago, who was reading it
on a bus in downtown Chicago on
her way home from work at a con-
sulting firm.
Library officials hoping Chicago
will want ‘To Kill A Mockingbird’
By Meg McNichols
City editor
City Limits, formerly J.I.
Worthy’s Grill, offers a relaxed
atmosphere and affordable prices,
according to its new owners.
Located in The Best Western
Worthington Inn, 902 W. Lincoln
Ave., the restaurant and grill room
are owned and operated by Ron
Mason and his fiancee, Brenda
Shafer.
“We wanted to cater, but you
can’t cater out of your house,” Shafer
said. “In Coles County, you need to
have a commercial kitchen to cater.”
The two decided to take over the
restaurant and turn the grill room
into a bar, which they have dubbed
Shakers, after they saw an advertise-
ment for the available space.
Receiving funding from an
investor, coupled with their experi-
ence in the restaurant business, the
two thirty-somethings decided to
turn a fancy dining room into a laid-
back setting for hungry customers
of all ages.
“You didn’t feel comfortable
wearing blue jeans and a T-shirt in
here before,” Mason said.
Also, a little bit of simple remod-
eling was done, Shafer said.
Before, the dining room had
tables with glass tops and elaborate
chandeliers hung from the ceiling,
but there were no booths for seat-
ing.
“When this restaurant was orig-
inally decorated, they had $5,000
paintings on the wall,” Mason said.
After two weeks of operation
since opening on Aug. 27, the pair
has been busy.
Although business has been
nothing but steady, according to the
pair, Shaker’s is not scheduled to
open for at least six more months,
which is when all the improvements
will be made to that area, as well.
In the restaurant, the hunter
green color scheme is dotted with
tables and booths, along with tables
next to the floor-to-ceiling windows
overlooking Lincoln Avenue.
In the grill room, soon to be
Shaker’s, the large waist-high grill,
which dominates the center of the
room, is scheduled to be taken out,
along with the salad bar attached to
the north wall of the room.
Tomatoes and croutons could be
replaced with Captain Morgan and
Absolut, but Mason hesitated to
promote a college bar atmosphere.
“It will be a business atmosphere,
not just a bar,” Mason said. “We’re
going to put data ports in the
booths, so people can check their e-
mail and work on their computers.”
The restaurant serves a varied
range of foods.The four-page menu
includes a little bit of everything,
including a variety of steaks and the
house specialty, the fried chicken.
“We sold 300 pieces of chicken
in three hours today,” Mason said.
Dessert is provided homemade.
“All of our pies are made by
Susan Turner, a friend of ours,”
Shafer said.
The couple expects to be busy,
especially this weekend. They are
scheduled to cater a banquet room
full of 300 people on Saturday and
run City Limits at the same time.
“I have had trouble getting wait-
ers and hostesses,” Shafer said.
For anyone interested in more
information, contact Shafer or
Mason at the Worthington Inn at
348-8161.
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UB PRODUCTIONS
NOW HIRING
UB PRODUCTION CREW
Seeking experience people in sound and lighting 
l 10-20 Hours per week
l Technical Training a plus
l Skilled in P-A-Systems set-up & operations
l Willing to work some weekends & evenings
l Paid hourly wages
*Applications are available 
MLK JRS Union - Student Activity Center Rm. #201
DEADLINE TO APPLY - Monday, Sept. 17, @ 5pm
** IIntterrvii ews  tt o  be  hell d  --   Tuesday,,   Septt ..   18,,   @  6pm  ii n  Arrcoll a//Tuscoll a  Rm
For more information contact 581-5117
$1.50 Well Drinks
$2. 0 0 Captain Mixers
$1.00  Burgers
75¢ Fries
n o w
a c c e p t i n g  rrs TM
E v e r y d a y   S p e c ii a ll s
N e v e r A C o v e r
Kitchen Open
4-8 M-Th
11-8 Fri & Sat
345-BOXA (2692)
453 Lincoln Ave (Next to Ikes)
Delivery so FREE you’ll FREAK!
We Missed You As Well!!
Now Open 10:30am-Midnight
7-Days a Week
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE 
ADVERTISED!!!
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
City Limits, just down the road from Eastern s campus on Route 16, offers a new relaxed atmosphere for dining
after new ownership and remodeling. Everyone at the restaurant can enjoy the floor-to-ceiling window as traffic
can be seen traveling in and out of Charleston. 
City Limits looks
to broaden local
taste horizons 
Unique new women’s product.
Local distributors URGENTLY
needed! Home based business.
Unlimited earning opportunity.
800-770-2113.
_______________________9/11
Mattoon Country Club.  We now
have immediate openings for
waitstaff Tuesday-Friday 10am-
2pm.  Call John at 234-8831
_______________________9/14
Access to computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543.  www.Money-
Dreams.com
_______________________9/14
Lunchtime wait staff needed 11 to
1.  Apply at Wrangler’s Roast
Beef.  703 W. Lincoln.
_______________________9/14
Night owls who like independance
and responsibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money.  Now hiring mid-8am shift
to work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in a group
home setting.  Paid training pro-
vided.  Apply in person at the Tull
House.  1911 18th Street
Charleston;  345-3552.
_______________________9/14
Farm help needed.  Experience
preferred.  Possible morning
hours.  Leave message on
machine.  348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant.  Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30.  Local
references a must!  Prefer Early
Childhood Major.  Please call 345-
6457.  Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida.  Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.  1-800-
234-7007.  endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides.  Work in a small home set-
ting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary.  Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion.  FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling.
1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program.  FT
includes full benefits pkg.  If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in per-
son at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00 
Large, clean 4 BR house. 1530
2nd St. $230/person. 345-2564
_______________________9/11
House For Rent. Up to 6BR
Completely remodeled. 1409 9th
St. $250 per student per month. No
pets. Must see. Call 708-386-3240.
_______________________9/12
1 Bedroom House Near Campus.
Available Now.  345-4010.
_________________________01
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard.  For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students.  345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS.  ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS.  QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO
PETS.  MCARTHUR MANOR
APARTMENTS.  345-2231.
_________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt.  Furnished,
utilities included.  NO PETS!
2121 18th Street.  Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment.  Furnished.  Trash
pickup included.  2 blocks from
campus.  Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.  FURNISHED,
CLOSE TO BUZZARD, CAMPUS,
SEPARATE LEASES, POOL, AND
LAUNDRY ON-SITE.  LINCOLN
WOOD PINETREE 345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus.  4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study!  No
pets. McArthur Manor
Apartments.  345-2231
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house.  Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL ONE MONTH
RENT FREE.  2-4 BR one block
from campus.  $225 per person
for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus. AC, carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease.
345-3232 day.
_________________________01
1 bdrm apt. close to EIU Ex con-
dition, central air, No Pets. 345-
7286.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments.  3BR for
2-3 people.  NO PETS.  348-
8305.
_________________________01
Great  3 bedroom furnished
Uptown apt. central  a.c carp.
known as the Hank O’Day suites
Ask for Mike 348-8018 or 348-
5266,  leave msg.
_______________________9/17
Rm.  Quiet study friendly. close to
EIU campus. Kitchen,
washer/dryer.  All utilities Paid,
$275 month. 1 avail now, 2 avail
spring. 345-5456
_______________________9/26
Men’s mountain bike (MOAB)- like
new.  Metallic green, approxi-
mately 1 year old.  $900 new,
ASKING PRICE $400
Please call for more information.
348-1360 after 6pm (machine)
_______________________9/11
Wood desk, 30’’h x 42’’w x 21’’d,
six drawers, good condition.  $20,
O.B.O.  Call 345-0727.  
_______________________9/10
VIACREME.  Unique new
woman’s product.  Ever since
Viagra for men, women have
been asking “Where’s ours?”
345-2629
_______________________9/12
Computer monitor, keyboard,
tower.  300MHZ, 64MB, 6.4 gig
hard drive, Only $200.  Call
Jayson at 345-0776.  
_______________________9/12
1990 Red Ford Probe GT.  150K.
SELL AS IS, best offer.  Call
Megan @ 345-6283.
_______________________9/14
90 Dodge Ram Van, Removable
seats.  A/C, 125k.  $2,600.  Ken
Bower.  348-6713.
_______________________9/18
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Charleston, great starter or invest-
ment, privacy fenced, corner lot,
garage, new roof, NO CON-
TRACT SALES, 348-5607
_______________________9/20
Large mixed breed dog found on
the South East edge of
Charleston on September 5.
Describe collar to claim.  345-
9215.
_______________________9/13
ATTENTION SACIS VOLUN-
TEERS:  Our first meeting of the
year will be on 9/10/01 at 6pm at
the Campus Pond Pavilion.  We
will provide dinner!  Please con-
tact us with your current address-
348-5033 or
sacisch@advant.com.  
_______________________9/10
Adult female cat needs new
home.  She is a 3 year old calico:
vaccinated, declawed,neutered.
Please help.  Call Peter at 276-
6896.  
_______________________9/10 
The Health Education Resource
Center is holding a Freedom from
Smoking class on Monday nights
at 7:00 pm.  The class is located
on the 3rd floor of the Student
Services building.  An orientation
session will be held on Monday
September 10th.  Classes will run
from September 17th through
October 29th.  Please call Nicole
Forsythe at 581-7786 to sign up.
_______________________9/13
Did you get all of your shots, but
there’s something you still forgot?
Can’t find money for the things
you lack?  Then come to the
Health Service and register to
Health Service First Aid Back
Pack!!  Drawing:  Sept. 14, 2001.
_______________________9/14
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida.  Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator.  Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12  
RESERVE YOUR FUNCTION AT
MOTHER’S TODAY!  GREAT
DEALS AND LOTS OF FUN.  DJ,
JUICE BAR AND SNACKS
INCLUDED.  345-2171, 9AM-11AM
_________________________00
CampusClips
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Announcements
Help wanted For rent For rent For sale
For sale
8 Monday, September 10, 2001
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed.  All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
SURVIVORS OF SUICIDE SUPPORT GROUP.  Meeting,
Sept. 11 at 7pm at the Immanuel Lutheran Church, across
street from Tarble Art Center.  Anyone who has experienced
a loss due to suicide is welcome to attend.  For more infor-
mation call Don Murphy, 348-8252.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.  Information System Day.
Wednesday, Sept. 12 in Lumpkin Hall.  See schedule on LH
bulletin boards or call 6110 for information.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION.  Blood
Drive, Tuesday from 10-5 in the MLK Jr. Union.
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION.  Family Fun
Festival Volunteer Meeting.  Buzzard Hall Auditorium
Room 1501.  The Special Olympics, Family Fun Festival is
Sat, Sept. 15.  A meeting for all volunteers will be at 6pm,
Sept. 11.
PRIDE.  Meeting 9/10/01 at 7:30pm in Lumpkin Hall room
#105.  Formerly Lesbian Bisexual Gay Allies Union
(LBGAU).  Check us out at eiupride@www.eiu.edu.  
MATH ENERGY.  Meeting 9/10/01 at 7pm in the
University Ballroomo.  Angela Kelley math literature con-
nection.  Bring checkbooks or cash for dues, pencils, paper,
and scissors.
YOGA FOR DAILY LIVING with emphasis on meditation.
Starting tonight through Oct. 15, every Monday night from
7-8pm in the SRC Dance Studio.  Dr. S.K. Dey will be
instructing and it is $32/person.  To register or for more info.
call 581-5116, ask for JoEllen.
CHI ALPHA.  Weekly Christian Fellowship and Bible
Study.  Tonight(and every Monday) at 7pm in the Schahrer
Room on the 3rd floor in West Wing of Union.
Lost and found
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Lump
5 Emeralds and
diamonds
9 Kind of decon-
gestant
14 “___ Croft:
Tomb Raider”
(2001 movie)
15 On
16 “La Bohème,”
e.g.
17 Consumer
18
Unaccompanie
d
19 Mail a pay-
ment
20 Source of con-
tinual suffering
23 Lamprey ___
24 Colorant
25 Kind of pliers
30 Hospital
capacity
34 Off-road travel-
er: Abbr.
35 Saturate
36 Turn in a chair
38 Material for
uniforms
40 Dog’s “hand”
42 Overhead
43 Where rods
and cones are
45 Boston ___
Orchestra
47 Young goat
48 Panache
49 Features of
some women’s
shoes
52 Important loan
info, for short
53 Carpet alterna-
tive
54 Possible title
for this puzzle
63 Flip over
64 Run away
65 Inkling
66 LaBelle or
LuPone
67 “The Thin
Man” dog
68 Doctor’s action
to a newborn’s
bottom
69 T. S., the poet
70 Grizzly
71 Use a key-
board
DOWN
1 Market over-
saturation
2 Whip
3 Popular cookie
4 Like a prison
window
5 Classic Italian
astronomer
6 Thames
school
7 Pre-stereo
8 Uses money
9 Like Eric the
Red
10 Gorillas and
chimps
11 Big rig
12 Parched
13 Running
behind
21 South Africa’s
Mandela
22 Looks at
25 Mother-of-pearl
26 Neighbor of
Lucy and Ricky
27 Madonna title
role
28 Short snooze
29 Cousin of a
giraffe
30 Baby’s tie-on
31 Elicit
32 Man with horns
33 Toys attached
to ropes
37 Prepare for
dinner
39 Writer Anaïs
41 Stir-frier
44 Poisonous
snakes
46 Annually
50 Like some
inexpensive
homes
51 Altruist’s oppo-
site
52 I.R.S. agent’s
task
54 Fool
55 Milky gem
56 The
Abominable
Snowman
57 Aware of
58 In any other
way
59 Prefix with
morphosis
60 Lazily
61 Kind of tide
62 VCR insert
ANSWERS TO FRIDAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Nancy Kavanaugh
No. 0730
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51
52 53
54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62
63 64 65
66 67 68
69 70 71
D I S T J O K E W R I T E R
E N T O I T A L I A N I C E
A H E M T H R U S T U P O N
D O E S N E A L E S I L T
S N L H E R O D E N I S
P O M P E Y K A T O
O R I O N B E W I T H I T
T O L L B A R E L E A N O R
F L E A B A G S D R D R E
N A T O S O P O R S
C A N W E O P E N N I T
A R E A H A D E S L E D A
N E W S R E P O R T Y S E R
O N T H E F E N C E L I S T
E A S Y S T R E E T E A T S
GRADE MAILERS
Grade mailers will no longer be
mailed out automatically.
Students now have the choice to
receive grades only through
PAWS or to request a grade mail-
er.  There are several ways to
request a grade mailer if you need
one: (1) Request it through PAWS
(a) go to www.eiu.edu, click on the
PAWS icon; (b) click “Access
PAWS”; (c) enter the required
information and click on ‘submit’”
(d) click on Records’ (e) Click
“Request Grade Mailer”; (f) com-
plete the online form to add the
request and click “submit”.  (2)
Come to the Records Office,
Room 119, Old Main and com-
plete a request form.  (3) Send a
signed, written request with your
name, social security number, and
the address the mailer should be
sent to:  Records Office, Eastern
Illinois University, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920  (4)
Fax a signed, written request with
your name, social security num-
ber, and the address where the
grade mailer should be sent to
(217) 581-3412.  (5) Call Records
(217) 581-3511.  Grade mailers
requested by phone will be sent to
the home address listed with
Eastern’s Housing Office.
Addresses will not be accepted
over the phone.
REMEMBER:  WHEN YOU SUB-
MIT A REQUEST, IT IS GOOD
FOR ONLY ONE TERM.  YOU
MUST MAKE A NEW REQUEST
FOR EACH TERM THAT YOU
WANT TO RECEIVE A GRADE
MAILER.
—Sue Harvey, Director of
Academic Records
STUDENT TEACHING MEETINGS
__These students who think they
might student teach during the
2002-2003 academic year must
attend one of the student teaching
meetings listed below (even in
you have gone to a previous
meeting).  The meeting will
explain the policies and proce-
dures for student teaching.
Applications to student teach in
2002-2003 must be submitted to
the Student Teaching Office by
December 5, 2001.  All materials
submitted by this date will be
given priority consideration for
placement.  All meetings are in
Buzzard Hall:  1501 Buzzard
Auditorium:  Monday, September
10 at Noon; Thursday, September
13, at 6 pm; Wednesday,
September 19, at 3 pm; Tuesday,
October 23 at 2 pm; and
Wednesday, November 7 at 5 pm.
—Betty Carr, Student Teaching
Office
IMMUNIZATION RECORDS
Illinois law, Public Act 85-1315
requires all person, born on or
after January 1, 1957, entering a
four-year public or private institu-
tion of higher education to provide
proof of immunization before reg-
istering for a second semester.
Proof of immunity is required for
diphtheria/tetanus, rubeola,
mumps and rubella.  A $25.00 late
compliance fee will be assessed
to students who fail to provide
proof of immunity or begin to
receive the necessary series of
immunizations by 4:00 pm on
October 28, 2001.  Please be
aware that students found in non-
compliance will have a hold
placed on their records until com-
pliance is met and the $25.00 late
fee is paid.
—Cheryl Thomas, Health Service
ALL STUDENTS
If you are attending any on-cam-
pus class in which your name
does not appear on the Official
Tenth-Day Class Roster, immedi-
ately contact the Registration
Office to  resolve the problem.
FAILURE TO DO SO COULD
RESULT IN LOSS OF CREDIT.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant
Director of Registration
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
Applications are now being
accepted for the Carol Specht
Memorial Scholarship.  To qualify,
you must be an undergraduate
woman, currently enrolled at EIU
in one of the human services or
teaching professions, and a single
parent with a child or children liv-
ing in your home.  A record of aca-
demic achievement and commu-
nity services is desirable.
Financial need will be considered.
Applications are available in the
Office of Civil Rights and
Diversity, 108 Old Main, or by call-
ing 581-5020, or online at
http://www.eiu.edu/~civil/text/spec
ht.pdf.  The deadline for a com-
pleted application is September
28, 2001.
—Cynthia Nichols, Director of
Civil Rights
DOUDNA SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATION AVAILABLE
Applications forms are now avail-
able for the President Doudna
Memorial Scholarship at the
Honors Programs Office, Booth
House, 1538 4th Street.  The
scholarship recipient shall be a
first-semester freshman student
who graduated from an Illinois
high school with a 3.0 or higher
GPA.  Consideration is based
upon academic success and
extracurricular involvement
throughout high school.
Application materials are due
Monday, November 5, 2001 at 4
pm to the Honors Programs
Office, Booth House.
—Dr. Herbert Lasky, Director of
Honors Programs
Classifiedadvertising
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Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should bedi-
rected to the originator.
DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Panthers to play for title against in Nanook Classic
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff Writer
The Eastern volleyball team
earned a chance to play for the
championship of the Nanook
Classic in its first year of com-
petition in the four-team tour-
nament. The Panthers won
their first two matches by 3-0
decisions over Navy and
Maine.
Eastern played against
University of Alaska-
Fairbanks, the host school of
the tournament, at 11 p.m.
Sunday night. The winner of
the match will win the title of
the round-robin tourney.
While bad passing and
blocking had been key in
Eastern’s first two losses of the
season, in last weekend’s Super
8/Pepsi Invite, the Panthers
quickly righted the ship and
sunk the Navy on Friday in a
30-15, 30-22, 30-22 decision.
“When we concentrate on
blocking and defense it helps
us dig out and gives us a push,”
said Eastern head volleyball
coach Brenda Winkeler.
“The statistics should show
improved blocking, we came
out and did that from the
beginning of the match.”
Carrie Stevens led the way
with five of her team’s 12
blocks. Leslie Przekwas had a
game-high 11 kills.
Eastern trailed 18-14 in
game two, when Winkeler
called for a timeout. After the
timeout, the Panthers went on
a 16-4 rally to win the game.
The squad picked up where
it left off on Saturday with a
30-15, 31-29, 33-31 decision
over Maine.
The Panthers (3-2) trailed
29-27 in the second game after
leading earlier in the contest. A
lapse in passing allowed Maine
to make a run on Eastern.
In the third game it was
more of the same as the
Panthers had to rally back from
a 22-13 deficit.
Senior Rebecca Ooyen came
off the bench and helped the
Panthers patch up their passing
problems, and ultimately give
Eastern the win.
“Spark plug would be a good
nickname for her,” said
Winkeler of Ooyen. “Especially
when the team passes poorly.
She’s quick and she’s able to
chase down errant passes.”
Serving has also been a key
in the tournament for the
Panthers. Eastern had 15 ser-
vice aces in the match against
Maine and four against the
Midshipmen.
Przekwas continued her
dominance against Maine with
12 kills and four block assists.
Freshman Erica Gerth had 10
kills and junior Karen Liss had
eight.
“I thought Leslie has had a
great weekend so far,” said
Winkeler. “Not only did she
have some great matches, but
she also improved in her lead-
ership. She’s improved her on-
court communication which
helps the whole team.”
The team will return from
Alaska on Tuesday and will
play host to Austin Pea State in
the first Ohio Valley
Conference match of the sea-
son at Noon on Saturday.
Eastern men bring home first place tie with Marquette at Bradley
By Ben Duke
Staff writer
In the Eastern men’s cross country meet
at Bradley this weekend both teams went in
with high hopes and left with good expecta-
tions.
The team continued their winning ways
with 39 points and a first place tie with
Marquette University.
Leading the pack for the men with sec-
ond and third place finishes overall were
Jason Bialka and Kyle O’Brien with times of
25:22 and 25:33, respectively.
“Some of our keys guys might not have
ran their best races, but that’s good to know
how much room there is for improvement,”
head coach John McInerney said.
Andy Derks, also broke into the top ten,
crossing at 26:15, followed closely by Eric
Gruberman with a time of 26:17. Also, Josh
Vance ran a good race placing 16th finishing
at 26:34.
The women also held their own with 153
points and finishing fifth out of 16 teams.
“Our girls came out surprisingly aggres-
sive at the start, which is good to see,” said
McInerney.
Beth Martin ran an impressive race fin-
ishing sixth, timing in at 18:16.
Other top runners for the women include
Stephanie Bone finishing 32nd, Angie
Simone and Lauren Rapacki, 46th and 48th
overall.
“We did real well for a young group,”
McInerney said. “With more experience
they’ll start to come into their own.”
The next two weeks for both teams will
be a time of recuperation and preparation for
their next meet at home on Friday the 21st.
“We are really going to work hard on
closing the gap between our top runners,”
said McInerney. “We’ll really get some good
quality and quantity mileage in the next two
weeks.”
Both teams look good early, and with
room to improve it looks like this early sea-
son is going to pave the way for a solid fin-
ish.
“We have shown a lot of good signs early,
which looks promising for on down the
road,” said McInerney.
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THE BODY S HOP
348-TANS
UNLIMITED TANNING
One Week-$12.00     Two Weeks-$20.00     One Month-$35.00
Open 7 days weekly
Mon-Fri: 8AM-10PM     Sat: 9AM-5PM     Sunday: 12PM-5PM
We match all competitor’s prices and coupons
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
Delivery Special!
One Large One Topping Pizza 
& Quart of Coke
$9.75
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
In a game in which Eastern had over 500yards of total offense, the team’s defensiveunit wasn’t in the spotlight.
But the Panthers’ defense, led by Antoine
Livingston, also had a strong showing, as it
held Indiana State to 14 points. Senior line-
backer Livingston had 10 tackles in the con-
test.
“I think if we can average allowing 14 points
per game we’ll be in really good shape
throughout the rest of the season,” said head
coach Bob Spoo.
Livingston said he believes the defense will
continue to improve each week of the season.
“We came out with a lot of aggressiveness,”
said Livingston. “I think there’s a lot of power
and a lot of speed here.”
Raymond’s run 
Quarterback Tony Romo’s 16-for-16 per-
formance provided the Panthers with consis-
tency, running back Andre Raymond was the
workhorse for the squad.
Raymond had 16 carries for 97 yards and
one touchdown including a stint in third quar-
ter in which he had 10 of 11 consecutive car-
ries for 65 yards.
Raymond also had four catches for 26
yards.
Future on display
With the Panthers up by a 44-7 tilt com-
ing into the third quarter, Spoo had a chance
to take a look at what his second and third-
string players had to offer.
The Panthers worked in a number of sub-
stitutions including the skilled positions. Red-
shirt freshman tail back had six carries for 17
yards.
“We certainly did a lot of good things out
there,” said Spoo. “We got a lot of people a lot
of people chances to play which is always good
for your future.”
– Notes compiled by Nate Bloomquist
Eastern 44, Indiana State 14
Game Notes
camp and I was pleased he was
able to execute as well as he did.
His performance was really bril-
liant.”
After wide receiver Shaun
Grace fumbled deep in Indiana
State territory on Eastern’s second
possession, Andre Raymond
capped off a five play 50 yard drive
with a two-yard touchdown run.
That put the Panthers up 14-0
mid-way through the first quarter.
Taylor put the Panthers up 21-
0 with a 15-yard touchdown run
that was the final play of a six play,
73 yard drive that took just 1:21.
“Gosh, J.R. Taylor really played
just a great game,” Spoo said.
After a five-yard touchdown
pass from Sycamore quarterback
Julian Reese and a 29-yard field
goal from Panther place kicker Bill
Besenhofer in the second quarter,
it was the Will Bumphus show as
the senior wide receiver scored the
Panthers’ final three touchdowns
of the evening.
“That young man really came
to play,” Spoo said of Bumphus.
“He had a great fall camp and did
an outstanding job of catching the
ball in some crowds.”
Romo connected with
Bumphus on a slant route for a 43-
yard touchdown pass, which
capped off a one-play, six second
drive that put Eastern up 31-7.
Bumphus then caught a pair of 14-
yard touchdown passes. The first
put the Panthers up 37-7 with
three minutes remaining in the
second quarter, after Besenhofer
failed to convert on the extra
point.
Romo’s final touchdown pass to
Bumphus was the most impres-
sive. After completing his first 15
passes, he rolled out and zipped a
high pass into the endzone which
Bumphus made a remarkable leap-
ing grab between two defenders to
come down with Eastern’s sixth
and final touchdown of the night
late in the third quarter.
“Basically saw it coming in the
back of the endzone and I wanted
it, so I went up and got it,”
Bumphus said. “It was a good
throw from Tony Romo, and the
route took a lot longer than it nor-
mally does, so the offensive line
did a good job of holding them off
and giving Tony time to throw it.”
When he threw it, Romo
thought his final pass of the day
was his first incomplete one.
“Will really kept the streak alive
on that last one I threw,” Romo
said. “I wasn’t sure if he was going
to be able to come down with it,
but he’s got a great vertical and
went up and got it.”
The Sycamores added a touch-
down late in the fourth quarter on
a three-yard run by Reese. But all
in all, Spoo couldn’t have asked for
a better start to the season.
“The message before the game
was that we have been preparing
long enough and it was really time
to go out there and execute,” he
said. “We sure had a lot of guys
that went out and did that.”
Cut
from Page 12
Defense puts
forth solid
effort in win
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Panther linebacker Fred Miller talks defensive strategy with a coach during Eastern/s 44-14 win
Saturday night. Miller had one tackle for a loss of two yards in the game. 
Score by quarter
1     2     3     4   Final
0   7   0  7   44
21 16  7  0   14
Scoring summary
First quarter
14:44 EIU – J.R. Taylor 80 yd. run
(Bill Besenhofer kick)
07:30 EIU – Andre Raymond 2 yd. run
(Besenhofer kick)
02:27 EIU – Taylor 15 yd. run
(Besenhofer kick)
Second quarter
12:23 ISU – K. Dean 5 yd. pass from
Julian Reese
(M. Megyesi kick)
07:29 EIU – Besenhofer 29 field goal
05:29 EIU – Will Bumphus 43 yd. pass 
from Tony Romo
(Besenhofer kick)
03:29 EIU – Bumphus 14 yd. pass from
Romo 
(Besenhofer kick failed)
Third quarter
03:16 EIU – Bumphus 14 yd. pass from
Romo
(Besenhofer kick)
Fourth quarter
03:40 ISU – Reese 3 yd. run
(Megyesi kick)
IAA Top 25 Scoreboard
(19) Rhode Island, 35 (4) Hofstra 26
(20) E. Washington 35, UCONN 17
(1) GA. Southern 38, (15) Delaware7
(18) Villanova 32, Northeastern 14
(23) William & Mary 34, VA Military 0
(10) W. Kentucky 48, Kentucky St. 0
(12) Eastern Illinois 44, Indiana St. 14
(11) Florida A&M 21, Morgan St. 12
(6) Furman 46, Elon 7
(5) Youngstown St. 44, Clarion 0
Iowa State 45, (24) Northern Iowa 0
Wake Forest 20, (3) Appalachian St. 10
Fla. Atlantic 31, (22) Bethune-Cookman 28
Murray State 32, (21) Illinois State 17
Missouri 40, (17) SW Texas St. 6
(14) Grambling St. 30, Alabama A&M 7
(8) McNeese St. 56, Prairie View 0
Hawaii 30, (2) Montana 12
CHECK OUT THE FALL SPORTS GUIDE. THURSDAY IN SPORTS.
OVC Results
Tusculum 27, Tennessee-Martin 16
Air Force 42, Tennessee Tech 0
Eastern Kentucky 30, Liberty 7
Murray State 32, (21) Illinois St. 17
Southeast Missouri, 24, S. Illinois 5
(12)Eastern Illinois 44, Indiana State 14
STATS & SCORES
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Sigma Pi
Would like to wish our fraternity brother
Tony Romo,
as well as the EIU Football team 
Good Luck 
in the 2001season.
We like Monday’s at
plus $1.25 Bottles & Drinks
$3 Pitchers
(Miller Lite, MGD, Leinie Berry & Honey
TO
NIT
E
LIV
E!
Op
en 
at
11 
am
Chicken Club/fries
& Onion Rings
EIU’s #1 DJ
$2.99
PANTHER FANS
CONTACT YOUR AD REP TODAY
FALL SPORTS GUIDE
IS 
SEPTEMBER 13TH, 2001
2X2 
DISPLAY AD
ONLY
$10.00
PURCHASE A
2X5 DISPLAY AD
AND RECEIVE
$1.00 OFF 
PER COLUMN INCH
EIU HAIR SALON
FEATURING STYLISTS
NATALIE SMALL
KAREN BURTSNO
W
OP
EN
NOWOPEN
WEDNESDAY 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
MLK, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
(LOWER LEVEL, WEST WING)
FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL
581-3616  OR 581-7048
SPECIALIZING IN
* PERMS
*WAVES
*FLAT IRONS
*UP DO’S
SPECIALIZING IN
* WEAVE
*CUTS
* CURLS
WALK-INS WELCOME
Men’s soccer squad takes
second in weekend tourney
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s soccer team had an
exciting start to its weekend at the
University Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Invitational.
In its first game of the tournament, on
Saturday, Eastern defeated the University
of Wisconsin-Green Bay in overtime 3-2.
The Panthers jumped out to an early
lead when senior forward Derrick Perry
scored on a pass from sophomore Jason
Thompson in the 10th minute.
Eastern gave Green Bay a gift in
the32nd minute by scoring on themselves.
Green Bay took advantage of the Eastern
miscue and took the lead in the 16th
minute of the second half. Eastern recov-
ered towards the end of the game. In the
80th minute junior Aaron Aguirre knotted
the game at two on five footer assisted by
sophomore Julian Chang.
Thompson ended the game in style by
finding the back of
the net from 25
yards for the unas-
sisted goal.
Sunday’s game
against the host
team from
Milwaukee was a
different story.
Eastern was
apparently frustrat-
ed by getting shut
out by their hosts
and tournament champions. In a game in
which seven yellow cards were issued, four
were received by Eastern players.
Milwaukee won the tournament win-
ning both its games by a score of 3-0.
Green Bay won its second game by defeat-
ing St. Mary’s 4-2.
Three Eastern players, Chang,
Thompson and Ben Cox, received all-tour-
nament team honors.
Eastern will be inactive until this week-
end when they travel to Indianapolis for a
tournament at IUPU-Indianapolis. Eastern
will be playing Appalachian State and the
host team.
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Eastern’s women’s soccer team split a
pair of games this weekend as it was able
to win on Friday, but lost on Sunday.
“Even though we lost (Sunday), I am
very pleased with the effort that the team
gave on both days,” Eastern head coach
Steve Ballard said. “But one of the things
that I think we need to improve on, and
it showed today was that a few of our
newcomers need to get stronger and start
to realize that this is Division I soccer.”
Sunday saw the Panthers (3-1) lose to
Eastern Michigan 2-0 despite eight saves
from goalkeeper Lindsay Dechert.
Eastern Michigan was paced by a goal
from Michelle Lawrence at the 31:22
mark in the first half to give them a 1-0
lead going into halftime.
In the second half the Panthers start-
ed to bring some of their defenders far-
ther up the field into the offensive attack
to try and tie the game.
The move backfired as Kelly Still got
past the pulled-up defenders and scored
on a breakaway goal to put Eastern
Michigan up for
good 2-0.
“The first goal
they scored was
just beautiful, it
really was a very
nice play by
them,” Ballard
said. “The second
goal was a break-
away that hap-
pened because we
started to pull
some of our
defenders up and we got burned.”
Eastern did have its opportunities to
score in the game but Eagles goalie Aryn
McCumber recorded six saves to shut-
out the Panthers.
“In the first 20 minutes we had three
opportunities to score, but just couldn’t
get things done offensively,” Ballard said.
Friday’s game was different story for
the Panthers as they beat Indiana State
4-1 behind a three goals by forward Beth
Liesen and one goal by Kristy Zabrosky
to improve their record to 3-0.
“Beth scored on three very nice goals
for us,” Ballard said. “But we need to
have more than just Beth finishing for us
and I think the girls know that.”
Panthers split weekend games
Women’s Soccer
1
4
2
0
Men’s Soccer
3
2
0
3
Three Panthers receive all-
tournament honors
Women’s soccer wins against
Sycamores, takes loss against EMU
The last of the three touchdown passes,
pass No. 16 for Romo, was a 14-yard touch-
down toss to Bumphus. The pass was over-
thrown and Bumphus had to leap away from a
defender to make the play.
“I’m glad we’ve got a tall guy like him to
throw to,” said Romo.“He’s got some hops and
was able to get to that ball.”
Eastern’s rushing game also helped Romo,
as the Panthers didn’t have to rely on his per-
formance to pace them in the win. J.R. Taylor
led the way with 13 rushes for 154 yards.
“Balance keeps the defense honest,” said
Spoo. “You don’t want to be one-dimensional.”
Romo is considered to be a lead candidate
for the Walter Payton award, which is given to
the top I-AA college player.
“I read the program before the game and
there’s a section in there called the ‘Tony
Romo Watch Starts,’” Romo said.
“That made me laugh. If I won something
like that it’d be great, that’d really put Eastern
on the map. I don’t really think there’s pressure
on me to do that.
Last year there was pressure because I was
a question mark, and the sophomore jinx, but
I don’t feel it this year. I just go out and play.”
Perfect
from Page 12
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Prior to Saturday night’s season opening
football game against Indiana State, Panther
head coach Bob Spoo said it would be ideal for
his team to score on its first posession of the
game.
“We’ll have those first few plays scripted, and
we’d like to get out and
score early,” he said.
“But, if that doesn’t
happen, it’s certainly
not the end of the
world.”
Not only did it hap-
pen, but it happened
just 16 seconds into the game when junior tail-
back J.R. Taylor ran 80 yards untouched on
Eastern’s first play from scrimmage, as the No.
12 ranked Panthers (1-0, 0-0) steamrolled
Indiana State (0-2, 0-0) 44-14 Saturday night at
O’Brien Field.
“We had it scripted out to have two running
plays to start the game,” junior quarterback Tony
Romo said. “I didn’t think I’d just hand the ball
off and get to jog off the field, but that was a
great way to start the season, if not every game.”
Taylor finished the game with 154 yards
rushing on 13 carries, averaging 11 yards every
time he touched the ball.
The story of the game was Romo’s perfect
passing as last season’s Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year finished completed all 16 pass-
es he threw for 240 yards and three touchdowns.
Romo’s 16-for-16 effort was one shy of the sin-
gle-game school record set by Eastern great Sean
Payton. Romo now owns Eastern’s record for
consecutive complete passes, completing his last
20 passes, dating back to his final regular season
game last year.
“You can’t get much better than that,” Spoo
said of Romo’s night. “He had a really sharp
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Eastern cuts down Sycamores
17
20
142 190 312 2/1 0/0 4/32 6/14 1/1 34:53
268 240 504 2/1 1/0 7/55 3/8 1/1 25:07
A perfect day
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer
Tony Romo was the about as close to perfect as a quarterback
can get in Saturday night’s game against Indiana State, but he
couldn’t have done it without some help from his friends.
The junior quarterback went 16-for-16 for 240 yards and
three touchdowns. Romo completed his last four passes in last
year’s final regular season game against Eastern Kentucky, giving
him a school record for consecutive passes completed at 20.
The school record in a single game is 17-for-17, set by Sean
Payton against Western Kentucky in 1986. Payton is now the
offensive coordinator for the New York Giants.
Romo was taken out of the game in the third quarter as
Eastern had a 44-7 lead at that point en route to a 44-14 win
over the Sycamores.
“I didn’t know about the record until someone told me in the
fourth quarter,” said Eastern head coach Bob Spoo. “We didn’t
feel there was any need to bring him back in for that.”
Romo had plenty of time to throw on every play as the offen-
sive line fought off whatever kind of pass rush Indiana State put
up.The 6-foot-3 junior from Burlington, Wis. was never sacked,
nor did he feel as much as pressure from the defense.
“That was a question mark coming in,” Spoo said. “But our
offensive line held up and did very well.They never got to Tony.”
Romo also got some help from his receivers. Will Bumphus
was the biggest beneficiary of Romo’s accurate passing. He had
four catches for 95 yards and three touchdowns.Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Eastern quarterback Tony Romo gets ready to take the field Saturday night. He fin-
ished the game a perfect 16-for-16 passing for 240 yards. 
See CUT Page 10
Sara Figie/Photo editorl
Panther tailback J.R. Taylor breaks away from a defender in Easterns 44-14 win at OBrien
Stadium Saturday night. Taylor finished the game with 154 yards rushing on 13 carries. 
Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu
Extra Innings
Romo completes all 16 passes
with no incompletions in win
See PERFECT Page11
O-line answers
all questions in
season opener
In baseball, there’s the saying thatyou can tell how a team’s seasonis going to go by what the firstbatter of the year does. If the
same adage is true in football, then
the Panthers are in for a great year.
On the first play of the season,
tailback J.R. Taylor ran left on a
sweep play, turned the corner and ran
untouched 80 yards for a touchdown.
It took just 16 seconds for the No. 12
ranked Panthers to get on the board
in their 44-14 flogging of Indiana
State. Indeed, it was a good night on
offense for Eastern.
n Taylor finished the game with
153 yards rushing on 13 carries.
n Senior wide receiver Will
Bumphus finished with three touch-
down snags, finishing the game with
95 yards receving on four catches.
n Senior wide out Frank Cutolo
caught three passes for 67 yards.
n Andre Raymond was a work-
horse in the second half, racking up
97 yards on 16 carries.
n And of course,Tony Romo had
a perfect night from the pocket,com-
pleting all 16 of his passes for 240
yards. He now leads the nation in
passing efficiency.
Taylor, Bumphus, Cutolo,
Raymond and Romo are all the names
that pop up in the box score and cred-
ited the most with offensive success.
But it was a question mark that
was the most influential in Eastern’s
success Saturday night. It was names
like Scotty Gilkey, Frank Castagnoli,
Jarad Kimbro, Kevin Hill, Andy
Thompson, Scott Sholl, Chris
Rosenlund, Mike Bujnak that were
the men behind the scenes Saturday.
These linmen were the guys that
gave Romo all the time in the world to
throw and Taylor holes big enough to
drive trucks through.And entering the
game, it was this group that head
coach Bob Spoo had his doubts about.
“They were a question mark
coming in. We weren’t sure how they
would perform,” Spoo said. “But if
they do this next week, it won’t be a
question mark any more.”
Romo had all the protection he
could have asked for.
“I didn’t get touched all night. I
didn’t even feel any pressure,” he said.
“I rolled out once and that was just to
buy myself some more time on that
last touchdown pass. The offensive
line did a tremendous job.”
That o-line, which has little
depth,will be one of  the biggest keys
to the season. If this group of unher-
alded heroes can continue to win the
war in the trenches as they did
Saturday night then Eastern’s season
will reflect its first play of the year.
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